We develop a discrete version of the weak quadratic estimates for operators of type w explained by Cowling, Doust, McIntosh and Yagi, and show that analogous theorems hold. The method is direct and can be generalised to the case of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for an operator T to have a bounded functional calculus on a domain which touches <J(T) nontangentially at several points. For operators on LP, 1 < p < oo, it follows that T has a bounded functional calculus if and only if T satisfies discrete quadratic estimates. Using this, one easily obtains Albrecht's extension to a joint functional calculus for several commuting operators. In Hilbert space the methods show that an operator with a bounded functional calculus has a uniformly bounded matricial functional calculus.
INTRODUCTION
Given a closed densely defined operator T acting on a complex Banach space X, and a function / which is bounded and holomorphic on an open neighbourhood of the spectrum a(T) of T, the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus allows one to define a bounded operator f{T). Bounds for many interesting functions of an operator may be obtained in this fashion. However, some functions, such as the imaginary powers and rational functions of the square root, may fail to be bounded and holomorphic on an open neighbourhood of the spectrum of T. Good methods for defining f(T) exist whenever / is bounded and holomorphic on an open set fl such that the closure $7 contains o(T), the boundary dQ. touches a(T) at finitely many points nontangentially, and T has no point spectrum contained in this intersection, and has resolvent bounds near it. See [13, 2] for the case when T is type w and Q, is a sector. [3] Discrete quadratic estimates 273 "polynomially bounded" question of Halmos.
PRELIMINARIES
Let us start with the case when the spectrum of T is contained in a sector. The more general case is treated in Section 5. Accordingly, for 0 < v < IT, let S v denote the open sector of angle v. That is, S v = {z e C : |argz| < u}. Let H°°(S I/ ) denote the algebra of bounded holomorphic functions on S v , with norm Throughout, X denotes a complex Banach space. By an operator in X we mean a linear mapping T : V(T) ->• X, where the domain V(T) of T is a linear subspace of X.
The norm || • || of T is the (possibly infinite) number We say that T is bounded if ||T|| < oo, and write T € C(X) when T is bounded and V(T) = X. We call T closed if its graph {(u,Tu) : u e V{T)} is a closed subspace of X x X. The spectrum and resolvent set of T are denoted by a(T) and p(T) respectively.
The former set is the complement of the latter, which is the set of all complex A for which there exists a bounded operator, called the resolvent and denoted (A -T ) " 1 
, such that (XI -T)(A -T)~l is the identity operator /, and (A -T)~l(A7 -T) is the identity operator on V(T).
DEFINITION 2 .
1 . An operator T acting on X is said to be of type w, where 0 < u> < n, ifT is closed, cr(T) is contained in the closure of 5 W , and for each /z in (u>, TT), An operator T of type u always possesses an H°° functional calculus [13, 2, 6, 4] . That is, for \i > u there exists a unique algebra homomorphism from H°°(S tl ) into the space of closed operators on X which takes (A-z)"
1 to (A-T)" 1 . However, it may happen that \\h(T)\\ = oo, for some h € H°°(S li ) with \\h\\oo = 1 [12] . Of course if h G H co (S il ) and h is integrable with respect to |dz|/|z| on the boundary of 5 M , dS^, then h(T) is bounded since it can be represented by a contour integral which converges absolutely in the operator norm. In order to show that the conditions we derive guarantee a bounded functional calculus, we need the Convergence Lemma for approximate operators [13, 2] . 
FUNCTION THEORY ON A SECTOR
In this section we develop the relevant function theory. Fix n > v > p, ^ 0. We wish to take a dyadic decomposition of the boundary of a sector between S v and S^ in such a way that the length of each dyadic piece is less than the distance from its centre to the boundary of both S v and S^. Accordingly let /? = {y + /i)/2, and choose p > 1 so that 2 Define a dyadic decomposition of the boundary dSp of Sp by setting for k € Z, h,k = {re i0 : p k < r ^ p* + 1 }, and 7 2 ,* = { r e " * : p k < r < / + 1 } .
We refer to the centres of the dyadic pieces as 
J aSff z
For each e m>k j define the holomorphic function $ m ,*j on 5^ by [7] Discrete quadratic estimates 277
and hence, for p > 0,
sup£|$ mifcJ (C)r^c.
We remark that any other factorisation with this property would suffice.
OPERATOR THEORY
Let A be an operator of type w acting on a complex Banach space X. Let $ mi kj be defined as in Section 3. We present the equivalence of A having a bounded functional calculus with A satisfying discrete weak quadratic estimates.
We
say that A has a bounded H°°(Sg) functional calculus if h(A) € C{X) for all h € H°°(S $ ) with
We say that A satisfies discrete weak quadratic estimates (W) if [8] Now the hypothesis, Lemma 3.2, and the Convergence Lemma show that the above is bounded by Thus (W) holds. D
We now show the equivalence of discrete weak quadratic estimates with discrete quadratic estimates when X = V.
Let T be an operator of type u> acting on LP(Q), 1 < p < oo, where (£l,dx) is a cr-finite measure space. Let q be the conjugate exponent to p and let T* be the adjoint of T with respect to the bilinear pairing between L"(£l) and L'(fl). Let ^m,jtj and ^m,kj be defined as in Section 3. Let / € W^l) and g € L'(fi). Consider the following discrete quadratic estimates which T might satisfy.
Clearly (S) and (5*) imply (S) and (S*) respectively. Moreover if X = D>(Q) and (5) See also [3] . We present an alternative proof of Albrecht's theorem using discrete quadratic estimates. 
SEVERAL POINTS OF CONTACT.
In Sections 3 and 4 we developed some necessary and sufficient conditions for an operator to have a bounded H°° functional calculus on an open set whose boundary touches its spectrum nontangentially at the two points 0 and oo. In this section we generalise these arguments to the case of several points of contact. We begin as before with the function theory.
Let A be a compact subset of C. We consider three bounded open sets, O\ C O 2 C O3, with connected closures which contain A, and whose piecewise smooth boundaries touch A nontangentially at finitely many points Z = {z\, z 2 ,. • •, z N }. We further require that the boundaries are piecewise linear in a neighbourhood Z, meet each other nontangentially at Z, and that O2 is the interior of its closure. The nontangentiality gives that for w n € dO n , n-l,2,3, and n ^ j , (9) dist(u; n ,A)w inf dist(iu n , 2j), and dist(w n , dOj) « inf dist(w n , Zi).
Construct a reproducing kernel analogous to K for C 2 by choosing for 1 ^ i ^ N a biholomorphic mapping <pi of a neighbourhood of the closure of O3 which maps O3 to a bounded domain contained in the right half plane and takes Zj to 0. Set [13]
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From (10) and (12) For each e m> *j-define the holomorphic function ^m,kj on £>2 by the formula
* ( C )
For ^ € Oi and r m as in (12) , the estimates in (11) and (13) As in Section 3 we need to factor the $ m> /tj's. However, as O\ may not be simply connected, inner-outer factorisation may be unavailable. The following lemma guarantees the necessary factorisation. We are now ready to consider the operator theory. Let A be an operator acting on a complex Banach space X and T be an operator acting on LP(p), 1 < p < oo, with a(A) and <J{T) contained in A. We also assume that for z outside A and 1 ^. i ^ N More can be said for operators on Hilbert space. In [13] We need a somewhat different factorisation of the ^m./t.o's, and accordingly, we let (p mR be the previously selected mapping which takes y mtOO to zero, and set Let T be an operator acting on a complex Hilbert space W with a(T) contained in A, which satisfies (16) and (17). Using the results and objects defined in Section 5 we consider holomorphic matrix-valued functions of T. We show that if T has a bounded H°°(Oi) functional calculus then T has a bounded /f°°(e>3;C nx ") functional calculus, with bounds independent of the dimension n (see also [14] and [8] and hence Let (%)'"' denote the space of n-tuples of vectors in %. For u S (%)'"' set
1=1
With this definition we have the following theorem. Hence T has a uniformly bounded matricial functional calculus. D
We now discuss an interesting special case of Theorem 6.1. Let ED denote the open unit disk in C, and let T be an operator acting on a Hilbert space which has a bounded H°°(D) functional calculus. We also suppose that there exists finitely many points z\, Z2, • • •, z n contained in 9H3) such that for z outside B>, In [15] , Paulsen showed that this implies that T is similar to a contraction. We record the above observation in the following theorem stated in the language usual for this problem. 
